The canonical theory of (N = 1) supergravity, with a matrix representation for the gravitino covector-spinor, is applied to the Bianchi class A spatially homogeneous cosmologies. The full Lorentz constraint and its implications for the wave function of the universe are analyzed in detail. We found that in this model no physical states other than the trivial "rest frame" type occur.
Introduction
Recently we realized the lack of information existing in the literature about the implications of the Lorentz constraint on the wave function of the universe. In the supersymmetric approach to quantum cosmology, there exist only vague discussions of how Lorentz invariants should look like and how many of them they are. Thus, the problem is usually avoided by considering scalar wave functions. These fermionic and bosonic power expansions of the wave function are supposed to automaticaly fulfill the Lorentz condition [1] [2] [3] [4] . We attacked to some extent this problem [5] in full generality, and showed its meaning on the structure of the wave function of the universe, using the Bianchi type IX cosmological models as an example. No physical states in the minisuperspace sector of the theory were found. Moreover, only when the Lorentz generator trivializes, the well known "rest frame" type [6] [7] [8] wave function solutions arises. However, it is interesting to note that the trivial "rest frame" type solutions exist for an arbitrary Lorentz generator.
The purpose of this paper is to show that our results remain valid for all minisuperspace Bianchi class A models.
Physical States
As it is well known, the Hamiltonian form of the (N = 1) supergravity Lagrangian can be written as [9] 
where H ⊥ , H i and J AB are the usual Hamiltonian, diffeomorphism and rotational Lorentz bosonic constraints, respectively, and S the supersymmetric fermionic constraint. The lapse function N = e 0 0 , the shift vector N i = e i 0 , ω 0AB and Ψ 0 are the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. The supergravity generators satisfy the soft algebra discovered by Teitelboim [10] . Thus, the physical states |Ψ in the supersymmetric quantum cosmology theory have to satisfy the conditions
Note that the constraint S|Ψ = 0 is the "square root" of the Hamiltonian on account of the relation S(x), S(x ′ ) = γ A H A δ(x, x ′ ). Since this implies H A |Ψ = 0, the second condition is redundant. Thus, we will focus only on the Lorentz J AB and supersymmetric S constraints, which are explicitly given as follows [9] :
with π α = i 2 ε 0αδβ Ψ δ γ 5 γ β the momentum conjugate to the gravitino field. In the last step we have used the fact that [12] 
relates the torsion to the spin tensor of the Rarita-Schwinger field and is used to eliminate the torsion tensor from the theory, leaving the theory only with first class constraints.
The generator of supersymmetry reads
where the usual factor ordering is chosen [6] .
Instead of the gravitino field, it is rather convenient to use the densitized local components φ a = e e a α Ψ α as the basic fields commuting with all non-spinor variables, here e = (3) e = det(e α a ). This variable was also found to be the natural one for the gravitino field [13] . This choice suggests a matrix realisation of the φ iA obeying {φ iA , φ jB } = − i 8
Here A and B are spinor indices, and the gravitational variables appear nowhere.
We will assume the following form for the wave function of the universe
Lorentz condition
It can be easily shown that the bosonic part of (3) vanishes identically when it is written in one basis, i.e. when the coordinates are fixed. For the fermionic part of (3) we do not expect something similar to happen. In fact, for the Bianchi class A models the Lorentz generator (3) reads:
Thus, the condition (2) for the physical states can be written as
In terms of J A = components of the Lorentz generator, implying an underlying relation between them. It would be necessary to find an appropiate matrix representation for the different components of the gravitino field, i.e. Lorentz operator, which should be capable to reflect this invariance.
This can be realized in terms of γ-matrices via the following identification [5]
This representation satisfies also the usual algebra of the angular momentum generators
ε ijk J k , of the Lorentz group. Consequently, by solving (10) for the components of the gravitino field, we find their corresponding matrix representation, namely:
The second possibility is to conclude that the Lorentz constraint trivializes, which means the proportionality of its components
Consequently, it follows from (12) that φ 1 = −φ 2 = φ 3 and the components φ iA are thus pure real numbers. Moreover, the conditions (12) imply for the wave function of the universe that Ψ II = Ψ III = Ψ IV . As mentioned above, then the Lorentz operator trivializes implying that the wave function of the universe should be scalar and only two components of it are independent [5] . Therefore, in the second interpretation the problem is reduced to consider the supersymmetric condition for Ψ I and let say Ψ II . However, this trivialization does not fulfill the constraint algebra [10] and should be ruled out.
Bianchi class A models
The basic field variables in the graviton-gravitino formulation of the (N = 1) supergravity are the vierbein e A µ and the covector-spinor gravitino field φ µ , which obey the Einstein-Cartan-Rarita-Schwinger system of Freedman et. al. [16] . The general Bianchi type metric can be written in the form
where Ω(t) is a scalar and β ij (t) is a 3 × 3 matrix, and the lapse and shift functions are N(t) and N i (t) respectively. The one-forms ω i are characteristic for a particular Bianchi universe [17] . They obey the Maurer-Cartan relation
are the structure constants of the particular group of motions associated with the Bianchi models. According to the classification scheme of Ellis and MacCallum [18] , the structure constants are written in the form: C 
We will also take β ij diagonal and use the Misner parametrization [17] , β ij = diag(β + + √ 3β − , β + − √ 3β − , −2β + ). Quantum cosmology means the quantization of the homogeneous models with φ µ = φ µ (t) and the full set of dynamical variables is Ω(t), β ij (t) and Ψ µA i (t).
Let us perform a transformation to the natural variables for our problem, namely:
In terms of the coordinates (15) 
For the γ matrices we use the real Majorana representation [14, 15] , in which all the γ-matrices are purely imaginary and the componentes of the gravitino vector spinor are consequently real with C = −iγ 0 .
"Rest frame" type state
Due to the fact that the Lorentz condition (7) does not constraint the first component Ψ I of the wave function of the universe, it is possible to find the "rest frame" type solution
and then solving the corresponding supersymmetric condition (16) . It is important to note that the Lorentz generator remains arbitrary, which is in formal analogy to rest frame solutions in Wigner's spin and mass classification of representations of the Poincaré group [15] .
In this case the Eqs. (16) can be written as follows
where the Γ i are the 4 × 4 matrices involving the gravitino components which appear in 
Note that {Γ A , Γ B } = 0, with A = B = 1, · · · , 6.
Performing the separation of variables, it is easy to find the solution of (18), which is given by 
with l j separation constants, and Ψ 0j integration constants (j = 1, ..., 4). Here we used the exponential integral function E i (x) [5] . Note that this unconstrained wave function solution is of solitonic type and for arbitrary Lorentz rotation generator. These kind of solutions have been already obtained in supersymmetric quantum cosmology [19, 24, 25] , and also they have been found in the context of the standard Wheeler-DeWitt approach [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Non-trivial state
If we look at equations (16) , it is easy to conclude that for the representation induced by satisfying the full non-trivial Lorentz constraint, the wave function of the universe vanishes for all Bianchi class A models, i.e.
this means that there exist no physical states consistent with the Lorentz constraint [26] .
Discussion
In previous papers [6] [7] [8] , we focused our attention to the square root property of the supersymmetric constraint, without taking care of the Lorentz constraint. Since then, many papers related to the subject have appeared in the literature [7, [1] [2] [3] [4] , none of them consider seriously the issue of the Lorentz constraint implications on the wave function of the universe. For the wave function a particular structure is assumed ad hoc in order to fulfill by construction the Lorentz constraint. Thus, our study of the Lorentz constraint becomes compulsory [5] .
Here we analyzed in full generality the implications of the Lorentz constraint on the wave function of the universe, i.e. exactly the meaning of J AB |Ψ ∼ = τ AB0 |Ψ = 0. The main conclusion of this paper is that for all Bianchi class A models, there are no physical states in the supersymmetric approach to quantum consmology other than the "rest frame"
type, concerning only the first component of Ψ which is not constrained by the Lorentz condition. The same results are obtained using a singular matrix representation for the angular momentum generators of the Lorentz group [15] . Our results seem to resolve the apparent discrepancy existing between minisuperspace studies and the full supergravity conclusions of Carrol et al. in Ref. [26] . 
